
PrtmÀry M.tuphor and
Subiective Experience

ur subjective mental life is enormous in scope and richness. 'We make
subjective judgments about such abstract things as importance, simi-
larity, difficulty, and morality, and we have subjective experiences of

desire, affection, intimacy, and achievement. Yet, as rich as these experiences

are, much of the way we conceptualize them, reason about them, and visualize

them comes from other domains of experience. These other domains are
mostly sensorimotor domains (A1, Lakoff and Johnson 1980; Lakoff 1993), as

when we conceptualize understanding an idea (subjective experience) in terms
of grasping an object (sensorimotor experience) and failing to understand an

idea as having it go right by us or over our heads. The cognitive mechanism for
such conceptualizations is conceptual metaphor, which allows us to use the
physical logic of grasping to reason about understanding.

Metaphor allows conventional mental imagery from sensorimotor domains
to be used for domains of subjective experience. For example, we may form an

image of something going by us or over our heads (sensorimotor experience)
when rve fail to understand (subjective experience). A gesture tracing the path
of something going past us or over our heads can indicate vividly a failure to
understand.

Conceptual metaphor is pervasive in both thought and language. It is hard to
think of a common subjective experience that is not conventionally conceptual-
izedin terms of metaphor. But why does such a huge range of conventional
conceptual metaphor exist? How is it learned and what are the precise details?
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'what is the mechanism by which we reason metaphorically? And which
metaphors are universal (or at least widespread) and why?

'we now have preliminary answers to such questions. They come from sepa-
rate strands of investigation by christopher Johnson (A1), Joe Grady (A1),
srini Narayanan (82), and Mark Turner and Gilles Fauconnier (A7). This
chapter weaves those strands into an integrated account of how we conceptu-
alize and describe subjective experience.

The IntegrÀted Theory of Primary Meraphor

The overall theory of primary metaphor has four parts. 'v7e will look at each
part in more detail below, but let us begin with a brief outline of each of the
parts and how they fit together.

Part 1; Johnson's theory of conflation in the course of learning. For young
children, subjective (nonsensorimotor) experiences and judgments, on the one
hand, and sensorimotor experiences, on the other, are so regularly conflated-
undifferentiated in experience-that for a time children do not distinguish be-
tween the two when they occur together. For example, for an infant, the
subjective experience of affection is typically correlated with the sensory expe-
rience of warmth, the warmth of being held. During the period of conflation,
associations are automatically built up between the two domains. Later, during
a period of tíifferentiation, children are then able to separare out the domains,
but the cross-domain associations persist. These persisting associations are the
mappings of conceptual metaphor that will lead the same infanr, later in life, to
speak of "a warm smile," "a big problemr" and "a close friend.,,

Part 2: Grady's theory of primary metaphor. All complex metaphors are
"molecularr" made up of "atomic" metaphorical parts called primary
metaphors. Each primary metaphor has a minimal structure and arises natu-
rally, automatically, and unconsciously through everyday experience by means
of conflation, during which cross-domain associations are formed. Complex
metaphors are formed by conceptual blending. Universal early experiences lead
to universal conflations, which then develop into universal (or widespread)
conventional conceptual metaphors.

Part 3: Narayanan's neural theory of metaphor. The "associations" made
during the period of conflation are realized neurally in simultaneous activa-
tions that result in permanent neural connections being made across the neural
networks that define conceptual domains. These connections form the anatom-
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ical basis of source-to-target activations that constitute metaphoricai entail-
ments.

Briefly, an entailment at the neural level in Narayanan's theory occurs when
some sequence of neural activations, A, r'esults in a further neural activation,
B' If B is connected to a neuronal cluster, C, in the network that characterizes
another conceptual domain, then B can activate C. In the theory, this consti-
tutes a metaphorical entailment: The activation of B is a literal entailr,,renr; C is
"metaphorically" linked ro B, since it is in anorher conceptual domain; there-
fore the activation of C is a n-retaphorical entailment.

Part 4: Fauconnier and Turner's theory of conceptudl blendircg. Distinct con-
ceptual domains can be coactivated, and under certain conditior-rs connections
across the domains can be formed, leading tc) new inferences. Such ,.concep-

tual biends" may be either convenrional or wholly original. Gracly slrggests
that conventional blends are the mechanism by which two or- more primary
metaphors can be brought together to form largel cornplex metaphors.

The integrated theory-the four'parrs rogerher-has an overwhelming impli-
cation: We acquire a large system of primary metaphors automatically and un-
consciously simply by functioning in rhe most ordinary of ways in the everyday
world from our earliest years. ril/e have no choice in this. Because of the r,vay
neural connectiotts are formed during the period of conflation, r,ve all naturally
think using hundleds of primary metaphors.

Let us flesh out this theory with some examples.

The sensorimotor Structuring of subiective Experience

rn Metaphors We Liue By. we gave evidence that conceptuai metaphors are
mappings across conceptual domains that structure our reasoning, our experi-
ence, and our everyday language. rX/e pointed to the existence of experientially
grounded mappings, for example, More Is up, as in "prices rose" and "stocks
pluinmeted." In More Is Up, a subjective judgment of quantity is conceptual-
ized in terms of the sensorimotor experience of verticality.

This correspondence between quantity and verticality arises from a correla-
tion in our normal everyday experiences, like pouring more water into the
giass and seeing the level go up. Early in developmenr, Johnson hypothesizes,
such correlations are "conflations" in which quantity and verticality are not
seen as separate, and associations between thern are formed. After rhe confla-
tion period. according to Grady, the associations between More ancl up ancl
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between Less and Down constitute a cross-domain mapping between the sen-

sorimotor concept of verticality (the source domain) and the subjective judg-

ment of quantity. Conventional linguistic metaphors like "Prices fell" are

secondary manifestations of the primary cross-domain mapping.

Conflation

Let us look a little more closely at Christopher Johnson's work on conflation.
In research on metaphor acquisition in children, Johnson (A1',1997b, c) stud-

ied the Shem corpus in detail. This is a well-known collection of the utterances

of a child named Shem, recorded over the course of his language development

(D, Mac'S7hinney 1995).In an attempt to discover the age at which Shem ac-

quired a commonplace metaphor, Johnson looked at Shem's use of the verb

see. His objective was to discover the mechanism involved in the acquisition of
metaphor. He had hypothesized conflation as a possible mechanism, and he

wanted to find out whether there is indeed a stage of conflation prior to the use

of the metaphor. His test case was Knowing Is Seeing, as in sentences like "I see

what you're saying." In such metaphorical examples, knowing is the subject

matter. Seeing is the metaphorical source domain used to conceptualize knowl-
edge, but it is not used literally.

Johnson discovered that, prior to using metaphor, Shem went through a

stage in which the knowing and seeing domains were conflated. Since we nor-
mally get most of our knowledge from seeing, a conflation of these domains

would have been expected. In such conflations, the domains of knowing and

seeing are coactive and the grammar of knou is used with the verb seeina
context in which seeing and knowing occur together-for instance, "Let's see

what's in the box." Here, seeing what's in the box correlates with knowing
what's in the box.

Metaphorical cases such as "I see what you mean," which do not involve lit-
eral seeing, are absent at this stage. Such metaphorical cases develop later ac-

cording to Johnson's hypothesis. The conflations provide the basis for the

learning of primary conceptual metaphors. Subsequent to the conflation expe-

rience, the child is able to differentiate the two conceptual domains. Only then

does conceptual metaphor emerge. In the neural theory, the conflations are in-

stances of coactivation of both domains, during which permanent neural con-

nections between the domains develop.
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In short, Johnson hypothesizes that conceptuar metaphor emerges in twostages: (1) the conflation srage, during which connection, t .i-.", coa*ive do_mains are established and the domains are not experienced as separate , and. (2)the differentiation stage, during which domains rhat were previousry coacriveare differentiated into m"taphorical sources and targets.
This does nor, of course, imply that alr ringwisticmetaphoricar expressionsare learned the way primary -"tupho^ are. For example, illuminate,an ex_tended instance of the general Krroirrrg Is seeing meraphor, is Iearned well af_ter the conceptual primary metaphor K-nowing Is Seeing is rearned.

Crady's Theory of primary Metaphor

Johnson's theory of confration is the basis for Grady,s theory of primarymetaphor. Early conflations in everyday experience should read to the auto_matic formation of hundreds of primary metàphors ,rru, pnì, subjective experi_ence and judgment with sensorr-oro, experience. puÀ primary meraphor,Grady hypothesizes, is simple, an atomic component of the morecular structureof complex metaphors.
complex meraphors are formed from primary ones rhrough conventionalconceprual blending, that is, the fitting togethe, oi small -.trpt ori.al ,,pieces,,

into larger wholes. In the process, Ion!-t.r- connections are learned that coac_tivate a number of primary -.t"phoi.ar mappingr. E;;h:;;h coactive srruc_ture of primary metaphors .onr,ìrur., u .o-pl." metaphoricar mapping. wewillgive examples of this process in ch"pt., s, but first, ret us rook at a rangeof3limarr metaphors ro ger a feel for what they are like.
Table 4'l shows a short, representative list of primary metaphors. In eachcase' we state the primary metaphorical mapping, distinguish ìts sensorimotorcomponent from its subjective component, and describ"e the primary experi_ences of domain confration that give rise ro it. The examples are derived from(41, Grady 1997).

Primary Metaphor Within Narayanan,s Neural Theory
In chapter 3, we briefly described Srini Narayanan,s neural theory ofmetaphor' Though Narayanan's model did not r.;;-;;;niorr, rhe recruir_ment learning mechanism in Bailey's moder oughr, *ith ,.rit'Jle modification,
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TABLE 4.1 Representative PrimarY MetaPhors

Affection Is \Xlarmth

Subjective Judgment: Affection

Sensorimotor Domain: TemPerature

n""-pt., "They greeted me warmly'"

Primary Experience: til;; *lt- *nnt being helcl affectionately

ImPortant Is Big

Subiective Judgment: ImPortance

Sensorimotor Domain: Size-

E"".pt., "Tonrorrow " ^ ?01 !^J'-'.i;ilff ilIil; ; "-. 
niì a, ri" a - *'T 

:.'^lY liT?,'; i,? ;,l"illT ; ili
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HaPPY Is U9t

Subiective Judgment: 1-1ulP.llttt . -: ^-
Sensorimotor Donlain: Bodily orientatton

ll,xr.$i},::*? :i':fi l;;' a1d e 

1;setic 
and havin g an u p right

posture (correlationi"'úto ufttttive state and posture)

IntimacY Is Closeness

Subjective ErPerience: IntimacY

Sensorimotor Bxpertence: Being physrcally close

Exampie: "we've bt;;;;;;" i"; vtu"' bt't we're beginníngto drift

dpdrt." r : _-'_, ^l^"a r '' .. ate with
Primary Experience: Being physically close to people you are lntrmi

Bad Is StinkY

Subjective Judgment: Evaluation

S.r-rrori-o'or Domain: Smell

*nr.f #Î:n:ll;Íítl'*u.o by {oul-smetling obi ects (correration

between evaluative "nJ 
olfactory experience)

D ifficutties Are Bur dens

Subjective Judgment: Difficulty 
.,: ^-

Sensorimotor Domain: Muscular exertlon

Example: "'She's *iigh'a dowtr by responsibilities'"

primary 8"p..i.,1.1,'í;;;;;;rt oi disabling effect of lifting or carrv-
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More Is LiTt

SLrbjective .|uclgmenr: euantitv
Sensoritnotor Domain: VcrticaI orientation
Exanrple: "pr-iccs arc high.,,
Primarv Experierce: ol-rse'ving rise niicr falr of revers .f piles anci fJuic.is :lsnrorc is adcled or subtractecl

Categories Are Ccttttdiners
Subjectii,c.]udgmenr; Perce ption of kinds
Ser sorirloto r l)orr.rain : Space
Exarnple: "Are tont:ìtoes tzr the fruit or vegetable categclry?,,
Prinrar'v Exprerience : observing that things thn, *n together te'd to be inthc sei'e 

'ou.cled 
region (correlation ir.r**"n conìmon rociltion :lnddonlmoíl pt"opertir:s, functi(}ns, ()r or:igins)

Sintildritt, Is Cllctseness
Suhjective 

.J udgnrent: Similarity
Scttrot'irtrolol' f)o;11x jp; pr,,r i,ni ry in rp:icc
Erample: '"These colors aren,t quitc ,À. ,orrr.
Prim arl, Erper.ien ce : O bse rving sir",ri 1,,,,, f,,;..t.

ers, rl'ees, rocks, buildings, dishes)

Linedr Scales .Lre paths
Su [r jective .[udgr.nent: l)egree
5errsol i;not,rr f)orp:rin: Mori,_r1
F.xirnrple; "John's intelligcnce goes way beyrwdBill,s..,
Primar:v Experie*cc: olrse r','i*g trr" 

"r'rou", nrpr(]gress macle lry a' objecti' nrotion (c,rrelirric,ii l,..r.r.ecn rnori( )n ..d ;i;;;;;;iil;..)

Organization I s I, hysical Stru cture
Subjectir.e 

"f 
iidgmer.rt: Abstrirct rinifying relationships

Scnsorirnotor l)omain: Fxpcrience ,rf fn, .i..f objects
Exainple: "I{olv do th,
p ri rrr.i .v F 

" 
pc,,i.,,,., ì;i,ff ilîîil :Hti, :íí:,' :: :,,^;a *e' cri ng t'thcir strucrurc (c'rrelaric,,., bl,tr,r..n .rrrir"i.gl";;_;;",''*',1'j'r'J,o. n"aforming ccignirive repr.esenrations of logicaI relationslrips)
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TABLE 4.1 (continued)

Help Is SuPPort

Sub j ective Judgrnent: Assistance

Sensoritnotor Domain: Physical supportExampIe "Suppori your local

charities. "

Prirnary Experience: Observing that some entities and people require

physical support in order to continue functioning

Time Is Motion

Subjective fudgment: The passage of time

Sensorimotor Domair-r: Motion
Example: "Time llies."
Prirnary Experience: Experiencing the passage of time as one moves or

observes motion

States Are Locdtions

Subjective Judgment: A subiective state

Sensorimotor Experience: Being in a bounded region of space

Example: "I'm c/ose /o being ln a depression and the next thing that goes

wron€l wrll se.nd n7e ouer tbe edge."

Primary Experience: Experiencing a certain state as correlated with a cer-

tain location (e.g., being cocll under a tree' feeling secure in bed)

Change Is Motion

Subjective fudgment: Experiencing a change of state

Sensorimotor Domain: Moving
Example: "My car has gctne frombad to worse lately."
Primary Experience: Experiencing the change of state that goes with the

change of location as you move

A cti ons Ar e S elf-P r op e ll e d M cttictn s

Subjective Experience: Action
Sensorirnotor Experience: Moving your bcldy through space

Example: "I'm mouing right along on the project."
Primary Experience: The common action of moving yclurself through

space, especially in the early years of life

P urposes Are Desl inat ictns

Subjective Judgment: Achieving a purpose

Sensorimotor Experience: Reaching a destination
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Example: "He'll ultimately be successful, but he isn't there yet."
Primary Experience: Reaching destinations throughout everyday life and

thereby achieving purposes (e.g., if you want a drink, you have to go to
the water cooler)

Purpc>ses Are Desired Objects

Subjective Judgment: Achieving a purpose
Sensorimotor Domain: Object manipulation
Example: "l saw an opportunity for success and grabbed it."
Primary Experience: Grasping a desired object (correlation between saris-

faction and holding a desired physical object)

Causes Are Physical Forces

Subjective Judgment: Achieving results
Sensorimotor Domain: Exertion of force
Example: "They pushed the bill tbrough Congress."
Prirnary Experience: Achieving results by exerting forces on physical ob-

jects to move or change them

Reldtionsh ip s Are Enclosures

Subjective Experience: An interpersonal relationship
Sensorimotor Experience: Being in an enciosure
Example: "'S7e've been in a close relationship for years, but it's beginning

t0 seem confining."
Primary Experience: Living in the same enclosed physical space with the

people you are most closely related tcr

Control Is Up

Subjective Judgment: Being in control
Sensorimotclr Domain: Vertical orientation
Example: "l)on't worry! I'm on top of the situation."
Primary Experience: Finding that it is easier to control another person or

exert force on an object from above, where you have gravity working
with you

Knowing Is Seeing

Subj ective Judgrnent: Knowledge
Sensorimotor Dornain: Vision

(continues)
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TABLE 4.1 (continued)

Example: "I see what you mean."
Primary Experience: Getting information through vision

U nderstanding Is GrasP i ng

Subjective Judgment: Comprehension
Sensorimotor Domain: Obiect manipulation
Example: "I've never been able to grasp transfinite numbers."

Primary Experience: Getting information about an obiect by grasping and

manipulating it

Seeing Is Touching

Subjective Judgment: Visual perception

Sensorimotor Domain: Touch
Example: "She picked my face owt of the crowd."
Primary Experience: Correlation between the visual and tactile explo-

ration of objects

to be able to learn metaphorical connections across domains. Let us consider

how such a model might work in the case of More Is Up.

Experiencing the More Is Up correlation over and over should lead to the es-

tablishment of connections between those neural networks in the brain charac-

terizing More in the domain of quantity and those networks characterizing Up

in the domain of verticality. In the model, such neural connections would carry

out the function of a conceptual mapping between More and Up and make it
possible (though not necessary) for the words for verticality (such as rise, fall,
skyrocket, plummet, high,lou, dip, and peak) to be used conventionally to in-

dicate quantity as well.
Such a metaphor is embodied in three important ways. First, the correlation

arises out of our embodied functioning in the world, where we regularly en-

counter cases in which More correlates with Up. Second, the source domain of
the metaphor comes from the body's sensorimotor system. Finally, the correla-

tion is instantiated in the body via neural connections.

Here are the characteristics of primary metaphor from a neural modeling
perspective:

. A primary metaphor like More Is Up arises via a neurally instantiated

correlation between (L) a sensorimotor opefation (such as a determina-
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tion of a degree or change of verticality) and (2) a subjecrive experience
or judgment (such as a judgment of degree or change of quantity). The
conflation of these two is the simultaneous activation of their respective
neural networks.

I Neural connections are established in early childhood during such a pe,
riod of conflation, when the networks characterizíng the domains are
coactivated in everyday experience, as when we pile more books on the
desk and their height goes up. The sensorimoror nerworks perform
complex inferences; for example, if somethíng shoots azp, it moves up-
ward rapidly and in a short time is much higher than before. Via the
neural connections, the results of these inferences are "projected" from
the sensorimotoÍ source network (verticality) to the subjective judg-
ment tdrget network (quantity).

Here's how that projection might work. In the Narayanan model, activation
flows both ways between the source and target networks. For example, a De-
crease in the quantity-domain network is connected with Motion Downward
in the verticality-domain network. In an example like "prices hit bottom,',
prices actívates the quantity-domain network, which sends activation to the
corresponding elements in the source-domain verticality network. Hit bottom
activates the source-domain inference mechanism that computes that the entity
hitbottom, went as far down as it can go. Activation then flows back to the
quantity-domain network indicating Maximum Negative Change. Narayanan
(82,1997a, b) has other examples.

Via this mechanism, reasoning about vertical motion in the spatial domain is
thus used to reason about quantity. But the reverse is not true. ì7e do not rea-
son about verticality in rerms of quantity. If activation flows both ways, why
are inferences and language about quantity not mapped onto verticality? \7hy,
for example, does /oo mwch not mean too high?'v7ithin Narayanan's theory,
the explanation would go as follows:

t The theory assumes that a sensorimotor neural system has more infer-
ential connections, and therefore a greater inferential capacity, than a
neural system characterizing subjective experience in itself. This is the
source of the asymmetry of primary conceptual metaphor. The asymme-
try arises because results of inferences flow in one direction only, from
the sensorimotor domain to the domain of subjective judgment. Be-
cause of the one-way flow of activation during the conflation period,
long-term one-way connections are established via recruitment learn-
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ing. It is the direction of inference that determines what is source and

what is target. Sensorimotor inferences are performed in the sensorimo-

tor domain (e.g., where inferences about verticality are computed). The

results of those inferences flow from the sensorimotor domain to the
domain of abstract subjective experience via the neural connections.

o Conventional language connected to a concept in the sensorimotor
source network may develop a connection as well to the corresponding
target-domain network. For example, the phonological form rise,

which names a motion upward in physical space, may also name, by
virtue of the metaphor, an increase in quantity as well. This process

may also apply to imagery. Mental images associated with source-do-
main entities can be activated and thereby associated with target-do-
main entities.

. The neural connections between the domains, which constitute the
metaphorical mapping, maI or may not be activated. Indeed they may
be inhibited, perhaps by the choice of another metaphor. The results of
source-domain inferences flow to the target domain only when the con-

nections are activated.
. 'When both domains are active, imagery associated with source-domain

entities can be activated and thereby associated with the target-domain
entities neurally connected to them.

The Embodiment of Primary Metaphor

The neural perspective provided by Feldman's NTL paradigm (82, Bailey et al.

1,997) and by Narayanan's and Bailey's models together gives a clear idea of
what it means for metaphor to be embodied. It provides a neural learning
mechanism and a precise neural computational mechanism for acquiring the

metaphors and carrying out metaphorical inferences.

Primary metaphors are paft of the cognitive unconscious. 
-Sle 

acquire them
automatically and unconsciously via the normal process of neural learning and

may be unaware that we have them. 'We have no choice in this process. 
'V7hen

the embodied experiences in the world are universal, then the corresponding
primary metaphors are universally acquired. This explains the widespread oc-

currence around the world of a great many primary metaphors. Copious ex-

amples will be provided throughout this book.
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uni'ersal conceptual metaphors are lealned; they are univer-sals that afe notinnare. These conceptuar u,riversals contri|-,r;; ;;ilu,Jr,. u',,u"rsars. for er_ample, how time is erpressed in ranguages around ,rr" *..ìalr"" L.,r"ìr*',"ó.There appear ro be ar reasr severar h"undred ,u.t *;a.rprl"d, nrd perhaps uni_versal, metaphors.
It is also important to stress that not alr conceptuar metaphors are mani_fested in the words of a ranguage. some are manifested in Érra'mar, others ingesture' arf' or rituar' These nonringuistic metaphor, ,rrnf howeveq be secon_darily erpressed through language ,r"rr.l oth", symbolic means.conrrary to long-sranding opinion abour -.L0r,"r, orri"., meraphor is rtcttthe result of a conscirru, -ultirtagc process of interpretation. Rather it is amatter of immediate conceptual -npp,ng via neur-al connections.

The lnevitabiliry of primary N,4eraphor
If you are a normal human being, you inwitably acquire an enormous range ofprimary metaphors just by goiù abo't th. *.rrld .onrrnrrrt, novi'g and per_ceiving. rù/henever a domain oisubjective experience or juclgment is coacti_vated regularly',.vith a sensorimot'r d.main, p"r-"rr"rrt neural connections areestablished via svnaptic weight changes. ih;;'.;;.;,;;r, which you haveunconsciously formed by the thouran,ìr, provicle tf";rd ;r.rcrure and qual-itative experience activatecl in the sens.rimotor sysrem to the s,bjective c1o-mains they are associated with.
our enormous metaphoric conceptuar system is thus buirt up by a process ofneural selection. certain neural .orirr".ti,rrrs between the activated source_ andtarget-domain networl<s are randomly established at first ar.t then have theirsynaptic weights increased through rheir recurr"", r"ì"*. it" ,r.or" rirnes thoseconnections are activated, the more the weights nr" irr"i=nr"d, until pernanentconnections are forged.

Metaphor as Cross_Domain Conceprual Mapping
Primary metlpho's' front a nettral perspective. are neurrl corrrrcctions lcnrneclby cotlctivation. They extend ,.ru* prrt, of the brain between ar-eas dedi_cated to sensorirnotor experien." ,nú areas dedicated to subjective experi,ence' The greater i'ferentiar comprcxiry.f the sensory rrrJ -r,r,r,. cJonraìns
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gives the metaphors an asymmetric character, with inferences flowing in one

direction only.
From a conceptuai point of view, primary metaphors are cross-domain map-

pings, from a source domain (the sensorimotor domain) to a target domain
(the domain of subjective experience), preserving inference and sometimes pre-

serving lexical representation" Indeed, the preservation of inference is the most

salient property of conceptual metaphors.
\ù7e will be using two conventional notations for conceptual metaphors inter-

changeably throughout the remainder of this book. The first is the one we have

used in this chapter, for example, Similarity Is Proximity, with the target do-

main in subject position (Similarity), the source domain in predicate nominal
position (Proxirnity), and the mapping represented by the capitalized copula
(Is). This takes the superficial form of a an English sentence just to make it eas-

ier to reacl. But technically, it is intended not as a sentence in English, but as a

name for a metaphorical mapping across conceptual domains.
'S7hen we want to stless the structure of the mapping, we will use an alterna-

tive notation, for example, Proximity -+ SimilaritS where the source domain
(Proximity) is to the left of the arfo% the target domain (Similarity) is to the

right of the arrow, and the arrow indicates the cross-domain mapping' In both

cases, the notation is just a name for a mapping, that is. a name for a reality at

either the neural or conceptual level.

Can We Think Without Metaphor?

The pervasiveness of primary conceptual metaphor in no way denies the exis-

tence of nonmetaphorical concepts. Quite the contrary. As we have seen, there

is a vast sysrem of literal concepts. for erample, the basic-level concepts and

the spatial-relations concepts. All basic sensorimotor colìcepts are hteral. Cup

(the object you dr:ink from) is literal. Grasp (the action of holding) is literal. In
(in its spatial sense) is literal.

Concepts of subjective experience and judgment, when not structured
metaphorically, are literal; for example, "These colors are similar" is literal,
while "These colors are close" uses the metaphor Similarity Is Proximity. "He
achieved his purpose" is literal, while "He got what he wanted most" can be

metaphorical. Without metaphor, such concepts are relatively impoverished
and have only a minimal, "skeletal" structure. A primary metaphor adds sen-

sorimotor inferential structure. As we shall see in the next chapter, such senso-

rimotor inferential capacity is considerably multiplied when two or more
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PNTITANY METAPHOI{ AUN SUBJECTIVg EXIJERIENCE
primary metaphors are combined to cre,
,*rn pt., A pu,posefur Life rr ,;;;:'.T;Ttj'r".,* 

":i?[iT:::*:::".:;journeys ro derive rich inferen.., .ú;;; ;il;rrì il"J,'
r,Î:1,:; #::,*:Ji ff ',f"T'Jil":;::nc 

e an d j r'r d gmen t wi th o ut m e ra ph or ?

i ca r rr om 
" "; ;;;;;;;: ; ffi ff T:Tn ;fi?: j: T:'* TT.ilf*;and unsophisticated nonmeraphJr;.it ."rr.ning. Brrt rlmosr n() one ever does

iHrî#;::[;:1ìriif,,T;# ;";;; ;"oo u re th e ru' in reren ti 
" 
I .np n.i tf oi

consider the Simirariry Is prorimity metaphor, in which Sirn'arity Is spatiarcloseness and Difference Is spatiar ri;rr",ì.i. ì;,, ;ffi*liro, u. to imaginerhinking aboLrt sim'arity -ithour rrri, ,rr"rnphor. Mathe_"r.lr accou'rs of simi-lariry typically ser up a mekphoricaÌ ,,simirarity 
space,, rr-, whiJ simirar things areclose in thar space ancr crissimir", ,rringu nr. nt n dist"rrce. similarity mefrics use thesane meraphor' lTidrout,such merapÀorr, 

"r,ut.n., ,n.rrrr, i, ,l,,ru"ity impossirrre.Bur even if no'metaph.ylicar ,rrà"ghr'"rr.rn ,r',i".r"r* 
"*ir,.r.. and judg-ment is occasionaÌry possibie, it armcxt n.u",, lrnpp;"r. sr.;;ìot hnu" a choiceas to rvhether to ecquire and use pri-"r-, metaphor. Just by functio'ing nor_malìy in the worÌd, we.automaticalry ancl unconsciously acquire and use a vastnurrber of such meraoho's. T'hose í","orrr^ are rearized in nu,. brains physi_cally atdare mosrly h.yond o.rr.rnr"oìlrn.y are a consequence of the natlrreof our lrr-rins, o.r boclies, and the _;;ì; *. inhabir.

Summary
There are hundreds of prirnary metaphors. Tirgether trrese metaphors proviclesubjective experience with exrrem"ti ,],.t-r inferentiar srrucrqualitative "f€er," when the ".r*r,il ior. rubl..tru. 

""p"ri"#.";,iTif,lr*Jrl1rimoror nerworks 
'eurary .o,r,r..r"i"ru"th",''n"u .";ril;;l. They aiso a'owa great many of the words of sens.rimotor experience to be used to name as-pects of meraphorically concepruntU"i-*bjective experience.Narayanan's ,eurar, theory àr 

^"r..prr* gives us 
"r-, 

n..o.*, of how primarymetaphors are rearned, an expran",i." ,i *hu *. hu"" ,rr. ;;es we have, and aneural mechanism for metaphoricar inference. we have a system of primarymetaphors simpry because we have th. b".t", ",r;;;;; ri,".tn"u. and becausewe,ve i' the wo'rd we rive r,r, *h"r" *ir-".u cloes tend t., .o.r"lute signifi_
HîilHil]}'JI" affection rvith wa,rnrh, and 

".hi"uì''g purposes with
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The Anatomy of
Complex M.toPhor

The Construction of Complex Metaphors

primary metaphors are like atoms that can be put together to form molecules'

A gr.ui many of these complex molecular metaphors are stable-conventional-

ir"à, .r.t."nched, fixed forìo,tg periods of time' They form a huge part of our

conceptual system and affect how we think and what we care about almost

every waking momenr. Beyond that, they structufe our dreams (A1, Lakoff

1.997) and foim the bases of new metaphorical combinations, both poetic and

ordinary (A1, Lakoff and Turner 1989; A7, Turner 1'995)'

This chapter is about how complex, everyday metaphors are built out of pri-

-nry -",uphors plus forms of commonplace knowledge: cultural models, folk

th.orier, o, *l*piy knowledge or beliefs that are widely accepted in a culture'

Let us begin wiìh a .o-** complex metaphor that affects most people in
'western culture in order to see how it is built up from some of the primary

metaphors and image schemas we have examined earlier'

A Purposeful Life Is a lourneY

In our culture, there is a profoundly influential folk model according to which

peoplearesupposedtohaveapurposeinlife,andthereissomethingwrong
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with you if you don't. If you are purposeless, you are seen as ,,lost,,, ,.without
direction" i'your life, as "not knowing which way to r,rrrr.- Having purposein your life gives you "goals to reach" and forces ,ou ," map out a wayto reach those goars, to see what other interrnediar" *o"t, you worrd have toreach to get there, to contemprate what might be standing in your way, howto get around obstacles, and so on.

The result is a comprex metaphor that affects us a', the metaphor A pur_
poseful Life Is A .fourney, whicÀ is built up our of primary meraphors in thefollowing way. Start with the cultural belief:

People are supposed to have purposes in rife, and they are supposed to actso as to achieve those purposes.

The prirnary metaphors are:

Purposes Are Destir-rations
Actions Are Motions

Turn this inro a metaphorical version of rhat cultural belief:

People are supposed to have clestinations in rife, and they are supposed tomove so as to reach those destinations.

These are then combined with a simple fact, namely,

A long trip to a series of destinations is a journey.

when these are taken together, they entail a complex metaphoricar mapping:

A punposEFur Lrpn Is A JouRNEy MErapnon
A Purposeful Life is A.|ourney
A Person Living A Life Is A Traveler
Life Goals Are Desrinarions
A Life Plan Is An Irinerarv

Using the equivalent arrow notation, this
form'

can be expressed alternatively in the

6r
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Journey -)
Traveler -)
Destinations -+
Itinerary -a

Purposeful Life
Person Living A Life
Life Goals
Life Plan

'fhis mapping defines a complex metaphor made up of four submetaphors. It

is a consequence of (a) the cultural belief that everyone is supposed to have a pur-

pose in life, (b) the primary metaphors Purposes Are Destinations and Action Is

Motion, and (c) the fact that a long trip to a series of destinations is a journey'

The full import of this metaphor for our lives arises through its entailments.

Those entailments are consequences of our commonplace cultural knowledge

about journeys, especially:

A journey requires planning a route to your destinations"

Journeys may have obstacles, and you should try to anticipate them.

You should provide yourself with what you need for your journey.

As a prudent traveler you should have an itinerary indicating where you

are supposed to be at what times and rn'here to go next. You should al-

ways know where you are and where you are going next.

The three submappings of the A Purposeful Life Is A Journey metaphor turn

this knowledge about travel into guidelines for life:

A purposeful life requires planning a means for achieving your purposes.

Purposeful lives may have difficulties, and you should try to anticipate

them.
You should provide yourself with what you need to pursue a purposeful

life
As a prudent person with life goals you should have an overall life plan in-

dicating what goals you are supposed to achieve at what times and

what goals to set out to achieve next. You should always know what

you have achieved so far and what you are going to do next.

\7e have presented the logic of these mappings and their entailments in a lin-

ear sequential fashion. Though this is necessary for explication, it can be mis-

leading. From a neurai perspective, what we have discussed in a linear fashion

arises from parallel connections and the passing of neural actiYations in paral-

lel. The internal logic of the metaphor, rather than operating sequentially, is ac-

tivated and computed in parallel.
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It is important to bear in mind that conceptuar metaphors g. beyond the
conceptuall they have consequences for mater-iar ..,Itr... For example, the
neraphor A Purposeful Life Is A Journey defines the meaning of an 

""tr._"lyimportant cultural document, the curricurum vitae (from the Latin, .,the
course of life"). The cv indicates where we have been on the journey and
whether we are on schedu_le. ì(/e are supposed to be impressed with people who
havecome very far very fasr anci less impressed with people who are ..behind
schedule." People who have not "founcl a direction irriif"i are seen as being in
need of heip. we are supposed to feel bacl for people who have ,,missed the
boat," who have waited too long to start o'th.lorrrney. And we are supposed
to envy those who have gotfen much farther than we have much faster.

If you have an1' doubt that you think metaphorically or that a culrure,s
metaphors affect your life, take a good look at tÀe details of this metaphor and
ar how your life and the rives of those around y.u are affected by it 

"u"ry 
dnf

As you do so, recall that there are cultures around the world in which this
metaphor does not exist; in those cultures people just iive their lives, and the
veri' idea of being without direction or missìngìhe boat, of being held back or
gettrng bogged down in life, would make no sense.

The Crounding of the Whole
Is the Grounding of lts parts

The complex metaphor we have just exami'ed, A purposeful Life Is A JourneS
does not have an experiential grounding of its own. Ti.r. is no correlation be_
rween purposeful lives and journeys in our everyday experience. Does this
mean rhar this metaphor has no grounding of any ii"jl

Not at ali. It is composed of primary metaphors, as we have seen. Those pri-
mary metaphors are grounded. For example, Purposes Are Destinations and
Action Are Motions each have their own experie.rti"r grounding. Thar grouncr_
ing is preserved when the primary metaphors are cambi'ed irrto thJ rarger
complex meraphor. The grounding of A purposefur Life Is A Journey is given
by the individual groundings of each component primary metaphor.

Loue Is a Jowrney
complex metaphors can be used as the basis for even more comprex
metaphors. There is not only structure rvithin a single complex -"rnpior.There is also strucrure in the metaphorical conceptuur'ryrt"* as a whore" The
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neural connectivity of the brain makes it natural for complex metaphorical

mappings to be built out of preexisting mappings, starting with primary

-.iaphorr. Let us consider one more example, a metaphor that builds on A

Purposeful Life Is A JourneY.
In our culture, people in a long-term love relationship are expected not only

to have individual purposes in life, but to have a joint purpose in life. Not only

is each individual life a journeS but a couple's life together is also supposed to

be a journey ro common goals. Each individual life journey is difficult enough,

but the task of choosing common goals and of pursuing them together in spite

of differences is that much more difficult. The result is a complex metaphor

that concerns the difficulties faced in setting and pursuing common goals by

people in a long-term love relationship.

In this Love Is A Journey metaphor, the lovers' common goals in life are des-

tinations, the lovers are travelers, and their difficulties are impediments to mo-

tion. But what about the love relationship? Recall the primary metaphors A

Relationship Is An Enclosure and Intimacy Is Closeness. 
'When 

ioined together,

these form the complex metaphor An Intimate Relationship Is A Close Enclo-

sure. Given that the lovers are travelers in this metaphor, the most natural close

enclosure is a vehicle of some sort. The complex metaphor that results from

putting together all these parts and deriving entailments is:

Trte Lovs Is A JounNEY METAPHoR

Love Is A Journey
The Lovers Are Travelers

Their Common Life Goals Are Destinations

The Relationship Is A Vehicle

Difficulties Are Impediments To Motion

In our culture, this is a well-entrenched, stable, conventionalized understand-

ing of a love relationship and the difficulties involved in setting and achieving

joint purposes. This conceptual metaphor is reflected in conventional expres-

sions:

Look how far we've come.It's been a long, bumpy road. We can't twrn back now-
'We're at a crossroads. 'We're heading in different directions. lle may have to go

our separate ways. The relationship is not going anywhere. ]fy'e're spinning our

wheels. The marriag e ts out of gas. C)ur relationship is off tbe track. The marriage

is on the rocks.-We're trying to keep the relationship afloat.'$7e may have t'o bail

out of this relationship.
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The Love Is A Journey metaphor systematicaily rinks the riter:ar the n-reanings ofthese expressions about traver to corresponding meanings in the domain of love.

Meraphors Are Used to Reason \Mth
Perhaps the most important thing to understand about conceptuai metaphorsis that they are used ro reason with. The Love Is a .for-rrney mapping does notjust pernlit the use of rravei wrtrds t. speak of rove. Trrat mapping aliowsforms of reasoning about traver to b. .rr.i in reas'ning about love. It functionsso as to map inferences about traver into inferences icrut Lou", 

"nrr.hing theconcept of love and ertending it to love_as_jolrrney.
consider, for example, four of the thi'gs you know about cread-end streets:

1. A dead-end street leads nowhere.
2' suppose two trauerers have common cre-stin,tictns trrey are trying toreach' A dead-end street wilr not atow them to keep making c.ntinu_oLrs progress toward those destinatktns.
3' The dead-end street constitutes an impedimertl to trre motton ctf the ue_bicle and continuing the prese't .ouru" of the uehicreis impossible.4' Troueling in a uehicre towa'd given destinatictnsrakes effor-t, ancr if thetrauelers have been on a deaà-encr sfreet, then their effort has beenrvasted.

Now take the Love Is A Journey mapping, repeated her-e for c.nvenience:

Love Is A Journey
The Lovers Are Travelers
Their Cornmon Life Goals Are Desrinations
The Love Relationship ls A Vehicle
Difficulties Are Impedirîenrs lb Motion

and apply it to the italicized expressions in rhe rravel
through 4. You then get 1, through 4,, which are about

1'' A "dead-end street",doesn't ailow the purs,it of crwmrtn rife goars.2'' suppose two louers 
-have.comm 

on rife goars they are trying to achieve.A "dead-end street" wiil not ailow them to keep -nt irrg continuousprogress roward those life goals.
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3'. The "dead-end street" constitutes a difficulty for the loue relationsbip,

and continuing the present course of the loue relationship is impossible.

4'. Fwnctioning in a loue relationship toward given life goals takes effort,
and ifthe lovers have been on a "dead-end street," then effort has been

wasted.

Of course, love does not have to be conceptualized as a journey. Indeed, in

many cultures, there is no such conventional conceptualization of love. But in

America, it is common to conceptualize love this way automatically, typically
without conscious choice or reflection. The Love Is A Journey metaphor im-

poses the inferential structure of travel on a love relationship. And when one

reasons about love in terms of travel, one talks about it in those terms.

The Love Is A Journey mapping states a generalization over both inference

patterns and language. It maps inference patterns about travel like those in 1'-4

onto inference patterns about love like those in 1.'-4'.It also maps expressions

hke dead-end street, stuck, spinning one's wheels, and bail out, with meanings

in the travel domain, onto occurrences of those expressions with meanings in

the domain of love. In short, the same mapping states a generalization over

two kinds of data-inferential data and linguistic data.

Is this mapping cognitively real? That is, is it a live correspondence in the

conceptual systems of speakers or just an after-the-fact analysis of something

that may have been alive in the past but is not now, something that is merely a

linguistic remnant of a now-dead conceptual mapping? One type of evidence

that conventionalized everyday conceptual metaphors are alive is that we can

use them in a systematic way to understand new extended metaphors automat-

ically and without conscious reflection.

Novel Metaphor

Shortly after the Love Is A Journey mapping was discovered, there appeared a

song lyric that goes, "\(/e're driving in the fast lane on the freeway of love."

Most people have no trouble in grasping immediately what this means. Indeed,

they may not even notice that it required a process of interpretation. How is
this possible?

If we are right that there is, in our conceptual system, a cognitively real con-

ceptual mapping of the sort discussed above, then this novel expression would
make sense as a systematic extension of that mapping. Love here is also being
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conceptualized as a journey. Here too, there are inferences from the domain of
travel to the domain of love. And here too the language reflects that love is be-
ing conceptualized in terms of travel.

The question arises as to whether this novel metaphor is really an instance of
the same mapping. It is easy to show that it is. The same mapping applies to in-
ference patterns about driving in fast lanes on freeways and yields inference
patterns about love relationships. Consider the following inference pattern
about driving in the fast lane.

FL: Travelers in a vehicle driving in the fast lane make a lot of progress in a
short time. But there is somerimes a danger that the vehicle will be
wrecked and the rravelers hurt. Yet the travelers find both the speed of
the vehicle and the danger exciting.

Apply the following parts of the Love Is A Journey mapping to FL:

The Lovers Are Travelers
The Love Relationship Is A Vehicle

The result is FL':

FL': Lovers in a love relationship "driving in the fast lane" make a lot of
progress in a short time. But there is sometimes a danger that the rela-
tionship will be wrecked and the lovers hurt. yet the iovers find both
the speed of the relationship and the danger exciting.

It is not just that terms for travel are being used to talk about love, as they
are in everyday use of the Love Is A Journey metaphor. \7hat is significant is
that the same mdpping is used to map the new inference patterns about travel
onto inference patterns about love. That's what it means for this metaphorical
expression to be a novel instance of the same Love Is A Journey metaphorical
mapping.

Metaphorical ldioms Ànd Mental Imagery

A significant portion of the linguistic expressions of the Love Is A Journey
metaphor are idioms: spinning one's uheels, off the track, on the rocks.In tra-
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ditional linguistics, idioms were seen as arbitrary-sequences of words that can

mean anything at all. But these idioms are not arbitrary. Their meaning is mo-

tivated by the metaphorical mapping and certain conventional mental images.

For example, consider the sentence "'We're spinning our wheels in this relation-

ship." There is a rich conventional mental image associated with the idiom
spinning one's ruheels, and we have a lot of knowledge about this image:

The wheels are the wheels of a car. The wheels are spinning, but the car is

not moving. The car is stuck (either on ice, or in mud, sand, or snow). The

travelers want the car to be moving so that they can make progress on

their journey. They are not h"ppy that it is stuck. They are putting a lot of
energy into getting the car unstuck, and they feel frustrated.

The Love Is A Journey metaphor maps this knowledge about the conventional
image onro knowledge about the love relationship. Since the car is a vehicle,

the submapping A Love Relationship Is A Vehicle applies to the car. But since

the Love Is A Journey mapping does not mention wheels, knowledge about the

wheels themselves and their spinning is not mapped. The medium in which the

car is stuck (the ice, mud, etc.) does not get mapped either. Here is the knowl-
edge that gets mapped:

The relationship is stuck. The lovers want the relationship to be func-
tioning so that they can continue making progress toward common life
goals. They are not happy that the relationship is stuck. They are putting
a lot of energy into getting the relationship unstuck, and they feel frus-
trated.

This is what it means to be spinning one's wheels in a relationship.

\7e will refer to such idioms as "metaphorical idioms." Each metaphorical

idiom comes with a conventional mental image and knowledge about that im-

age. A conventional metaphorical mapping maps that source-domain knowl-
edge onto target-domain knowledge.

It has often been observed that in idioms, the meaning of the whole is not
simply a function of the meaning of the parts. That is true in the case of
metaphorical idioms. But that does not mean that the meaning of the parts of
the idiom plays no cognitive role in the meaning of the whole idiom. In the

above example, the meanings of spinning and wheels play an important cogni-

tive role. They jointly evoke the conventional image and knowledge about it.
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In the irnage, wheels designate the rvheels of the car and spinning designates
what the wheels are doing. But the cognitive function of the meanings of these
parts of the idiom ends there. The Lo'e Is A Journey mapping maps a portion
of the knowledge evoked, bur nor the portion about the wheeìs nrrà th"ì, ,pirr-
ning.

The cognitive reality of such images and such knowledge mappings has been
established in a series of experimenrs by Gibbs and his .o*ork"r, 1ez, cibb,
1e94).

Metaphoricai idioms are philosophically imporranr in a number of ways.
First, they show something important about meaning, namely, that words can
designate portions of conventional mental images.

Second, they show that merral images do not necessarily vary wildly from
person to person. Instead, there are conventional mental images that are sharecl
across a large proportion of the speakers of a language.

Third, they show that a significanr parr of cultural knowledge takes the form
of conventional images and knowledge about those images. Each of us appears
to have thousands of conventional images as part our long-term memory.

Fourth, they open the possibility that a significanr part of the lexical differ-
ences across languages may have to do with differences in conventional im-
agery. The same meraphor:ical mappings applied to different images wiil give
rise to different linguistic expressions of those mappings.

Fifth, they show dramarically that the meaning of the whole is not a simple
function of the meanings of the parts. Instead, the relationship betwe.r, ,h.
meaning of the parts and the meaning of the whole is complex. 'rhe words
evoke an irnage; the image comes with knorvledge; conventional metaphors
map appropriate parts of that knorrrledge onto the target domain; the result is
the meaning of the idionr. Thus, a merapholical idiom is nor just a linguistic
expression of a metaphorical mapping. It is the linguistic expression of an im-
age pius knowledge about the image plus one or more metaphorical mappings.
It is importanr ro separate thar aspecr of the meaning that has to do with Àe
general metaphorical mapping from rhat portion that has to do with the image
and knowledge of the image.
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M/hy the'Ierm Metaphor?

We can now see why it is appropriate to
day and novel cases. The reason is the

use the term metaphor for both every-
same mappings cover both kinds of
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cases. TraditionallS only novel cases were called metaphors. But as Lakoff and

Turner (A1, 1989) show in great detail in their study of poetic metaphor, the

theory of the novel cases is the same as the theory of the conventional cases.

Thus, the theory of conceptual cross-domain mapping is exactly the theory

needed to account for traditional cases of novel metaphorical expressions. It is

thus best called a theory of metaphor.

Metaphorical Pluralism :

Multiple Metaphors for a Single Concept

So far, we have only discussed cases of a single conceptual metaphor for a sin-

gle concept, for example, the iourney metaphor for love. But abstract concepts

are typically structured by more than one conventional metaphor. Let us look

at how the concept of love is structured by multiple metaphors.

Gibbs (A2,1994) gives a protocol taken from his research on the conceptual-

ization of love. Here a young woman describes, first, her definition of love

and, second, her description of her first love experience:

The overall concern for another person. Sharing of yourself but not giving your-

self away. Feeling like you are both one, willing to compromise, knowing the

other person well with excitement and electrical sparks to keep you going'

It kicked me in the head when I first realized it. My body was filled with a cur-

rent of energy. Sparks filled through my pores when I thought of him or things

we'd done together. Though I could not keep a grin off my face, I was scared of

what this really rneant. I was afraid of giving myself to someone else. I got that

feeling in my stomach that you get the first time you make eye contact with some-

one you like. I enjoyed being with him, never got tired of him. I felt really over-

whelmed, excited, comfortable, and anxious. I felt warm when I heard his voice'

rhe movements of his body, his smell. \íhen we were together, we fit like a puzzle,

sharing, doing things for each other, knowing each other, feeling each other

breathe.

Our experience of love is basic-as basic as our experience of motion or

physical force or objects. But as an experience, it is not highly structured on its

own terms. There is some literal (i.e., nonmetaphorical) inherent structure to

love in itself: a lover, a beloved, feelings of love, and a relationship, which has

an onset and often an end Point.
But that is not very much inherent stfucture. The metaphol system gives us

much more. 'Sfhen we comprehend the experience of love, when we think and

talk about lovt
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talk about love, we have no choice but to conceptualize mostly in terms of our
conventional metaphors-to conceptualize it not on its own terms, but in
terms of other concepts such as journeys and physical forces. \when we reason
and talk about love, we import inferential structure and language from those
other conceptual domains. The cognitive mechanism *. ,rrJ is cross-domain
conceptualmapping. The neural mechanism, so far as we can estimate at pre-
sent, is one like that in Narayanan's neural theory.

Each mapping is rather limited: a small conceptual structure in a source do-
main mapped onto an equally small conceptual structure in the target domain.
For a rich and important domain of experience like love, a singlelonceptual
mapping does nor do the job of allowing us ro reason and talk nLo.r, th. 

""p._rience of love as a whole. More than one metaphorical mapping is needed.
we (A1, Lakoff and Johnson 19g0) and Kóvecses (A1, i9 g6,19gg,1990)

have written extensively on the conventional system of metaphors for love.
Love is conventionally conceptualized, for example, in terms of a journey,
physical force, illness, magic, madness, union, .losenesr, nurturance, giving of
oneself, complementary parts of single object and heat. The young woman,s
definition and description above reflect all these conceptual metaphors, which
are conventional in our culture.

In philosophy, metaphorical pluralism is the norm. our most important ab-
stract philosophical concepts, including time, causation, moraliiy, and the
mind, are all conceptu alized by multiple metaphors, sometimes as many as two
dozen. rù7hat each philosophical theory typically does is ro choose one of those
metaphors as "right," as the true literal meaning of the concept. one reason
there is so much argumentation across philosopÀical theories is that different
philosophers have chosen different metaphors as the ,,right,, one, ignoring or
taking as misleading aÌl other commonplace metaphorical structurings of the
concept. Philosophers have done this because they assume that a concept must
have one and only one logic. But the cognitive reality is that our concepts have
multiple metaphorical structurings. A cornmon phiiosophicar response is that
no metaphorical structure enters into the concept at all, that concepts are lit_
eraland independent of all meraphor.

Is the Concept lndependent of rhe
Metaphors for That Concept?

Is the concept of love independent of the metaphors for love? The answer is a
loud "No!" The metaphors for love are significantly constitutive of our con-
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cept of love. Imagine a concept of love without physical force-that is, without

attraction, electricity, magnetism-and without union, madness, illness, magic,

nurturance, journeys, closeness, heat, or giving of oneself. Take away all those

metaphorical ways of conceptualizing love, and there's not a whole lot left'

\lhat's left is the mere literal skeleton: a loveq a beloved, feelings of love, and a

relationship, which has an onset and an end pclint. \Tithout the conventional

conceptual metaphors for love, we are left with only the skeleton, bereft of the

richness of the concept. If somehow everyone had been forced to speak and

think about love using only the little that is literal about it, most of what has

been thought and said about love over the ages would not exist. IX/ithout those

conventional metaphors, it would be virtually impossible to reason or talk

about love. Most of the love poetry in our tradition simply elaborates those

conceptual metaphors"

The .Aptness of Metaphor
'$7hat does it mean for a metaphor to be apt? h-irst, a metaphor may play some

significant role in structufing one's experience. For example, take the metaphor

Emotional Experiences Are Physical Forces, in which one can be ouercome by

emotion, or in rvhich emotional erperiences can be iarring or painful. We may

very well experience emotions in the same way we experience certain physical

forces. An emotional experience can be painful or disruptiue.In short, there

are cerrain metaphorical entailments based on the logic of the source domain,

that can be true because the metaphor structures experience itself. Thus, when

our emotional erperiences are the subject matter we are thinking and talking

about, the Emotional Experiences Are Physical Forces metaphor can be apt.

Another way a metaphor can be apt is if it has nonmetaphorical entailments.

Take, for example, the Love Is A Journey metaphor. Consider the expression

"\(/e're going in different directions" as said of a marital relationship. Given

that Common Life Goals Are Destinations in this mapping, the metaphorical

idea of going in different directions entails that the spouses have different life

goals that are incompatible with the marriage. This is a metaphorical entail-

ment that can be literally true or false. In situations where the metaphorical en-

tailments are nonmetaphorical and true, the metaphor can be said to be apt.

Does this mean rhat we can sirnply replace the metaphor by literal truth con-

ditions? Not at all. T'he metaphor is, in most cases, used for reasoning, it may

impose a nonliteral ontology that is crucial to this reasoning, and there may be
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no nonnetiìphorical conceptualization that is adequate for reasoning with the
concept. Moreover; not all of its entailments may be literally true. In other
words, a metaphoricai mapping may be apt in some respects, but nof in others.

The point here is thar one cannot ignore conceptual metaphors. They must
be studied calefullv. (lne musr learn where metaphor is useful to thought,
where it is crucial to thought, and where it is misleading. Conceptual metaphor
can lre .rll rhrce.

The veri'notion of the aptness of a metaphorical concept recluires an embocl,
ied realism. Aptness deper-rds on basic-level experience and upon a realistic
bodv-based understanding of our environment.

Sumrnary

Our most important abstract concepts, from iove to cansation to moralify, are
conceptualized via rnultiple cornplex metaphors. Such metapirors are an essen-
tial part of those concepts, and without them the concepts are skeletal and
berefi of nearìy all conceptual and inferential structure.

Each complex metaphor is in turn built up out of primary metaphors, and
each primary rneraphor is emlrodied in three ways: (1) It is embodied tirrough
bodilv experience in the world, which pairs sensorimotor erperience with sub-
jective experience. (2) The source-domain logic arises from the inferential
structure of the sensorirnotor system. And (3) it is instantiated neurally in the
synaptic weights associated with neural connections.

In addition, our sysrem of primar:y and complex metaphors is part of rhe
cognitive unconscious, and most of the time we have no direct access ro ir or
control over its nse.

Thus, abstract concepts stllÌctured by multrple complex metaphors exem-
plifv the three aspects of mind thar are the cenrral rhemes of this book: the cog-
nitive unconscious, the embodiment of mind, and metaphorical thought.

/.,


